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As a new year opens for us, we are all filled with good wishes and hopes for renewal of old
relationships while starting new ones. Together, we can look forward to our two marble shows—
Round Rock in April and Fort Worth in October—a continuation of our TMC Newsletter, our
Facebook page, and our TMC Website. Remember, we are always looking for and hoping for
volunteers to help with our TMC information that support our marble hobby.

TMC 2022 MARBLE SHOWS — RESERVE YOUR TABLE NOW!
Spring 2022 Marble Show

Fall 2022 Marble Show (Tenative)

WHEN:
Saturday, April 23, 2022 from 9am—3pm

WHEN:
Saturday, October 22, 2022 from 9 am—3 pm

ROOM TRADING:
Thursday and Friday evenings, April 21 & 22

ROOM TRADING:
Thursday and Friday evenings October 20 & 21

HOTEL:
Wingate by Wyndham & Williamson
Conference Center
1209 N IH 35
Round Rock, Texas, 78664

HOTEL:
Radisson Hotel—North @ Fossil Creek
2540 Meacham Bluv.
Fort Worth, Texas 76106

HOTEL RESERVATIONS: 512. 341.7000

HOTEL RESERVATIONS: 817.625.9911

SHOW COORDINATOR: Carroll Collier

SHOW COORDINATOR: J. Lynn Johnson

TABLE RESERVATIONS: 512.751.2945 or
Cdc2@flash.net

TABLE RESERVATIONS: 940.300.3222 or
Lynn.johnson@unt.edu

TRADING BEADS; A DIFFERENT KIND OF MARBLE STORY
We are all familiar with the handmade

Latticinio Core Swirls in our collections.

These swirls have a long and important role

in our marble hobby. Did you also know that
the glass latticinio core design was used as

‘trading beads’? First, ‘just a bit of history’ as an
introduction to Jane Armstrong’s experience
with the Latticinio swirls design and its use
as trading beads. Historical researchers tell

us that Columbus, in 1492, gave glass beads

to San Salvador Island natives as he reaches
land in his search for the new world. We

know from reading about fur traders in the

early, early settlements of the Northwest, that

JANE ARMSTRONG

trading beads were used to acquire beaver

skins. At specific points in antiquity, American, European, and Asian cultures have all
used glass beads as part of economic transactions.

We know that the most common use of the Latticinio Core Swirls in our collections was
as a toy; but, after reading this story, you may want to check your collection of swirls for

any trading beads. We have asked Jane Armstrong, one of our TMC Board Members, to
share her trading beads story and pictures for our Newsletter. Enjoy Jane’s story on the
next page:
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TMC 2021 MARBLE SHOWS
While attending an International Bead Show in San Antonio
many years ago, I discovered handmade latticinio swirls

used as trading beads. They looked just like my handmade
swirls except they had a smooth center hole allowing the

beads to be strung on a thick raffia cord. The combination

of handmade swirls on a raffia cord formed a necklace. The
necklace was worn by the tallest man I had ever seen; and,

the man was dressed as a Masai warrior from Africa. I was
impressed!

As I was collecting African trade beads at the time, I was

very interested. This necklace seemed like the perfect combo
piece for my marble and bead collections. The model’s

necklace had a 3” center peppermint swirl bead and many
smaller swirl beads making up the sides of the necklace

which was quite long. It was beautiful! Alas, the necklace was
not for sale as it had been passed down in the owner’s family
for many generations. I shared that I was a marble collector
and marbles like the necklace beads were very collectible

especially if they were made from the same cane of glass.

This experience gave my hunt for African trading beads a

clear target—I wanted to find latticinio swirls designed for
trading.

Fast forward several years, I found another Latticinio Swirl
necklace at another international bead show; this necklace

was for sale. A strand of handmade (probably German made)
swirl trading beads, approximately 30 one-inch beads was
priced for $6,000! Oh my! I could only look and dream.

During my time as a TMC Board Member, I try to make

our shows plus the Tulsa, Oklahoma Marble Show. And, as
a dedicated collector, we are always looking for that ‘great

find’ for our collections. Imagine my surprise at the Tulsa

marble show, when a Friday night guest brought in a Crown
Royal bag asking if we could identify his marbles. While

other club members were busy scanning his marbles (i.e., he
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had Akro, Peltier, and several handmades—a
nice collection), my attention was drawn to
the three handmade latticinio swirls in his
bag. I recognized the swirls immediately;

they were trading beads. He told me he had
been gathering them for several years and

they weren’t for sale. How disappointing, but,
understandable.

Calvin Griffith, another TMC Board member
and dear friend, heard my conversation with

the man as we talked about the rarity of finding
trading beads, etc. I don’t know what transpired
later that evening but at the marble show on

Saturday, Calvin asked if I really wanted those
beads. I assured him I did but reminded him

the man had said they weren’t for sale. Calvin
said they might be for-sale but they would

be expensive. It seemed the man had a strand
of the beads, not just the three he had shown
the night before. The strand consisted of 25
beads, primarily from three different canes:

17 from one cane, 3 from a matching cane, 2

from another cane, and 3 random beads from

different canes. All beads were approximately 1”
in diameter and in mint or near mint condition.
Calvin told me the price and that the purchase
would need to be—in cash. I told him I didn’t
have that much money with me.

We all remember the ‘wonderful, but grumpy,
exterior’ that Calvin presented as he went

about our marble shows. Below the surface,

however, was the heart of a ‘true collector who

appreciated’ the passion for collecting all things

marbles. To my surprise, Calvin said, “I will pay

ARMSTRONG NECKLACE,
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the bead man cash and you write me a check.” Of course-true to his nature-Calvin added, “make sure
it is a ‘good’ one.” So, Calvin purchased the trading beads, the seller had his cash, and I wrote Calvin
a ‘good’ check. With Calvin’s help, I became the proud owner of the Latticinio Swirl beads in the
pictures with this story.

I hope you can see the details in the pictures. The handmade Latticinio Core swirls have been restrung

with goldstone spacers (i.e., I did not want the beads to rub/wear against the other glass beads). Notice
the smooth surface of the hold in each swirl.

Due to the kindness of a fellow club member, I was able to add these fine beads to my collection. When
I wear the necklace, I feel just as tall as a Masai warrior of the 1800s. May I add one last note. The
necklace is not for sale, much like to necklace of my first experienced with trading beads, it will be

passed down in my family. While we recently lost Calvin Griffin, may I add a big “Thank You Calvin”
for helping me acquire my most valued and unusual marble experience.
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PRICING AND HISTORY (I.E., PROVENANCE)
OF A MARBLE
One of the topics most marble collectors are curious about is the pricing of marbles.
We may be interested in selling and/or we are just interested in the rarity of the marble(s)
in our collection. Whatever the reason, it is not easy to ‘get comfortable’ with the pricing
process. In general, the current price(s) is best monitored by comparing prices at marble
shows, by checking references in current books (for example the recent Peltier Glass
Toy Marbles by Arim, etc., does not deal with price; but it does help with identification
and rarity of Peltier marbles) and literature from auction services. The final price of any
marble is very dependent on market conditions and the supply and demand.
The price of a marble starts with our identification guidelines that allow us to group
marbles by the maker. Identification remains an important topic in our hobby. Any
prior identification and price help with the pricing target. To establish the history of
ownership, we are usually dependent on the prior owner’s record keeping. Many of our
collectors/dealers keep cost & pricing records as they acquire marbles—of course, this is
helpful.
Another helpful source we use is the auction services that have supported our hobby
over the past years. In thinking about our prior auction services—do you remember
the Running Rabbit auctions or Bob Block auctions---Morphy auction service remains
very active. The auction services have often provided printed material with pictures and
descriptions. The printed catalogs provided are very helpful for identification and pricing.
Our pictures show Phil Cooke’s collection and the auction catalogs he used in acquiring
specific marbles.
Do you have Running Rabbit, Morphy or other auction catalogs that have supported the
identification or pricing of marbles? For the above story/themes, the editors are indebted
to Raymond Anderson (one of our Houston Peltier collectors) and Donnie Van Vranken
(e.g. one of TMC’s Board Members from Oklahoma) for acquiring auction catalogs and
retaining the auction literature.
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